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The Jain temples of the Dilwara compound on Mount 
Abu, in the northwestern Indian state of Rajasthan, are 
famous for their intricately sculpted marble interiors. 
Using photographs from the American Institute of 
Indian Studies, this book / virtual exhibition explores 
the Luna Vasahi, the second temple to be built at the 
site. Founded in 1230 C.E., it was built in the mid-
thirteenth century and repaired in the mid-fourteenth. 
As an active temple, it continues to receive donations 
and undergo renovations. 
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Mt. Abu, Dilwara Complex, Luna Vasahi 
Founded 1230 C.E. 

Today the Dilwara temple compound on Mount Abu, in southern Rajasthan, is home to four Jain temples, known locally as 
vasahis. The Luna Vasahi, founded in 1230 C.E., was the second to be constructed, following the Vimala Vasahi by about two 
hundred years. In this photograph, a view of the temple’s roof, we see the peaks of the towers that crown its many shrines and 

the domes that cover the elaborate ceilings for which the building is most famous. 
 

Stone inscriptions found inside the Luna Vasahi provide a wealth of information about this temple and its patron: Dedicated to 
the Jina Neminatha, the Luna Vasahi was established by a government official named Tejahpala and consecrated on March 3, 

1230. Within Jain traditions, as well as Hindu and Buddhist traditions, sponsoring the construction of a temple is considered to 
be a great act of charity, and therefore generates a significant amount of spiritual merit. The Luna Vasahi’s foundation 

inscription tells us that Tejahpala had the temple built for the merit of his wife, Anupamadevi, and his son, Lavanya-simha. The 
temple was named for this son, “Luna” being a shortened version of “Lavanya”.  
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Center of Pillared Hall 
 View toward Doorway into Temple’s Enclosed Core 

Inside the Luna Vasahi, we are surrounded by pillars, ceilings, brackets, and beams of white marble, sculpted in stunning 
detail. The temple’s foundation inscription celebrates the visual effects of the structure, comparing the shining brilliance of 

its stone to white conch shells, the moon, and jasmine flowers. Here, we stand beneath the central ceiling of the open 
pillared hall that precedes the enclosed core of the temple. Brackets on the capitals (or tops) of the eight pillars that 

support the domed ceiling are carved in the form of female dancers. They are part of a long tradition in Indian architecture 
that attributes auspiciousness, or good luck, to the female figure. In addition, their nimble bodies, each carved in a 
different dance step, contribute to the visual dynamism of the hall. Their graceful movements may once have been 

reproduced by dancers in the space below, who performed out of devotion to the Jina. 

Detail, pillar capital and brackets with 
dancers 
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Shrine to Jina Sambhavanatha, 
1240 C.E. 

On either side of the doorway leading into the temple’s 
enclosed core are two Jina shrines that were dedicated in 
1240 C.E., ten years after the temple’s foundation. It is 

possible that builders and sculptors worked continuously 
during this time to create the elaborate temple. 

 
This shrine holds an image of Sambhavanatha, the third 
of the twenty-four Jinas, the most highly revered beings 

of the Jain traditions. Each Jina is born as a human who 
attains omniscience through meditation and self-

discipline, teaches others the path towards this goal, and 
at the time of death is liberated from the cycle of rebirth – 

the greatest spiritual achievement. By worshiping the 
image of a Jina, a devotee venerates the principles that 
each Jina preaches, including nonviolence and respect 
toward all living beings. An image similar to this one, 
representing Neminatha, the twenty-second Jina, is 
enshrined in the main sanctum within the temple. 
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Detail, Jina Sambhavanatha 



Pillar in Hall of Luna Vasahi 

AIIS 30417 
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The most elaborately carved pillars of the hall stand on the raised platform leading 
to the doorway into the temple’s enclosed core. Eight dancers adorn the sides of 

the octagonal base, bringing lively movement to the massive stone support. Above 
them are eight seated goddesses: Four are identified as Lakshmi, the goddess of 
wealth, and four as Sarasvati, the goddess of learning and the arts. Nearly every 

section of the pillar is covered in intricate sculpture, with encircling bands of 
foliage, flowers, garlands, and geometric motifs. Looking out from the top are eight 

kirtimukhas, “faces” (mukha-s) of “glory” (kirti). Resembling horned lions with 
bulging eyes, they look fearsome but are believed to bring protection and luck to 

the buildings they adorn. 

Detail, kirtimukhas at top 



Details from Pillar in Hall of Luna Vasahi AIIS 30417, details 
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Detail, dancers on base 

Detail, Goddesses in central 
section: Lakshmi and Sarasvati 
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Central Domed Ceiling with 16 Vidyadevis 

The central domed ceiling of the Luna Vasahi’s open pillared hall presents us with a multilayered expanse of intricately carved 
imagery. Spanning more than nineteen feet in diameter, its most prominent features are the sixteen goddess figures that encircle 

the central portion of the dome and the delicately sculpted lotus pendant motif that hangs from its center. The goddesses are 
known as Vidyadevis, goddesses (devis) of knowledge (vidya). The earlier Vimala Vasahi temple on Mount Abu also has a central 

ceiling that features the sixteen Vidyadevis, and the designers of the Luna Vasahi must have drawn inspiration from this 
impressive precedent. The ceiling is not simply a copy, however. In the concentric rings of the Luna Vasahi’s ceiling we see a 

greater emphasis on floral motifs. The Luna Vasahi’s artists did not completely eliminate figural imagery from the courses of the 
ceiling: Tiny Jinas and goddesses occupy the space between the larger figures that support the sixteen Vidyadevis, seated Jain 
monks are prominently carved along the second-to-lowest level of the circular base, and below them, only visible if one looks 

closely, are numerous lay-people in various positions, engaging with the monks and with each other. 
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Central Domed Ceiling, Vidyadevis 



Rows of Jain monks (above) and laypeople (below) at base of central domed ceiling  

AIIS 30345, details 
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Multilayered lotus pendant Seated Jinas  

Central Domed Ceiling, Details 
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Ceiling with Floral and Geometric Motifs 

Among the 146 ceiling panels supported by the 
pillars of the Luna Vasahi, 93 are elaborately 

sculpted. Each ceiling is unique, a testament to 
the skill and creativity of the artists who worked 

on the temple. The design of this ceiling 
impressively combines floral and geometric 

imagery, with concentric six-, twelve- and twenty-
four-lobed motifs embellished by complex, angular 

points. At the center of the openwork patterns 
carved into each of the largest points of the two 

outer layers, and within the swirling motifs of the 
ceiling’s corners, lion-like kirtimukhas emerge from 

the plant imagery that dominates the ceiling.  

Detail of ceiling’s 
middle layer with 
kirtimukha motif 
carved into 
pointed frame  

Detail of 
kirtimukha in 
corner of ceiling 



Ceiling with Lotus Stems Framing Kinnara Couples and Elephant  

AIIS 30385 
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In another combination of plant imagery and geometric form, curling lotus stems form the twelve circles featured in this 
ceiling. The tendrils spiral inward, each terminating in a lotus blossom that supports either two mythical beings known as 
kinnaras or, in one corner, an elephant with two riders. In ancient Indian literature, kinnaras are usually described as part 

human and part horse, but eventually they also came to be regarded as part human and part bird. This seems to be the 
type of kinnara featured in this ceiling, as most of the creatures’ tails are distinctively bird-like. Looking at this photograph 

from a single vantage point, some of the figures appear to be upside-down. As a ceiling within the temple, however, the 
composition was designed to be seen from more than one direction. Visitors view it from below; standing beneath it, they 

can turn around to enjoy multiple points of view. 

Detail, elephant with riders 

Detail, kinnara couple 



Ceiling with Four Images of Lakshmi 

AIIS 30409 
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This ceiling is filled with imagery associated with wealth and abundance. At the corners of the inner square, framing 
the central dome, are four images of Lakshmi, the pan-Indic goddess of wealth and good fortune. The center of the 

ceiling is lush with replicated plant forms surrounding a hanging flower that bursts into blossom. In an agricultural 
society, wealth is intimately tied to the bounty of the earth, and Lakshmi too is sometimes associated with the 
abundance of nature. She is a goddess that transcends religious boundaries, important to Jain, Hindu, and 

Buddhist traditions alike. 

AIIS 32457 
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Detail, central dome with floral motifs  



Ceiling with Four Images of Lakshmi, detail 
Eight-armed Lakshmi with Elephants 

AIIS 30409, detail 
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Each image of Lakshmi in the ceiling has eight arms, more than is typical in the iconography of this goddess. In addition to the 
two lotuses held in her upper hands, which are common to two- and four-armed versions of Lakshmi, she holds additional 

lotuses, a rosary, and a ritual vessel used to sprinkle water. The ceiling’s other Lakshmi images, which are less clearly 
reproduced in the photograph, also hold a stylized rope or noose that symbolizes one’s ties to the material world – as well as the 
cutting of those ties. This image must also have held such a noose in the hand that is now broken (viewer’s right, second from 

top). Lakshmi’s crown and jewels at once signal her divine status and remind us of her associations with wealth.  
 

The elephants that support the lotus on which she sits and that stand at her sides allude to both royalty and fertility: Well 
known as a royal animal, in South Asian traditions they are also associated with rain, crucial to the fecundity of the earth. 

Elephants often stand alongside Lakshmi, bearing water pots in their trunks, as they do here. The riders on their backs are less 
common in the imagery of the goddess; their appearance here may reflect the interests of the artists who carved them or the 

preference of the temple’s patron. 
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Ceiling with Scenes from the Life of Krishna 

This ceiling features another masterfully carved dome with hanging floral and geometric motifs, surrounded by rings of petals 
that at once seem to radiate outward from the center and point inward toward it. In the corners of the inner square that frames 
the dome are pairs of kinnaras, mythical beings whose bodies are part bird and part human. Perhaps most interesting, however, 
are the two bands in the outer rectangle, framing this central square. Densely packed with lively figures, they depict scenes from 
the life of Krishna. A well-known incarnation of the god Vishnu, Krishna is best known from the Hindu traditions but also has a 

place in the Jain traditions as a cousin of the Jina Neminatha.  



AIIS 30368, detail 
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On the left end of this panel, a king sits on a throne, shaded by a parasol that signals his royal status, and faces eight 
courtiers who bear shields and swords. Although their large earrings and long hair (tied into buns) are associated with 

feminine fashion in most modern Western societies, in thirteenth-century India these characteristics were essential to the 
style of the warrior and other elite men. To the right of these soldiers, beyond a simple vertical bar that delineates the interior 
space of the court from the exterior space beyond it, are elephants and horses dressed in royal finery, along with the grooms 

that attend to them. To the horses’ right we see a massive gateway with a figure emerging between its doors; it marks the 
transition between the space of the palace – which includes stables and outdoor courtyards as well as the king’s quarters – 

and the city beyond. A double-storied building with an open porch, surrounded by figures engaged in conversation, serves to 
depict the city.  

 
Since the ceiling next to this one depicts the birth of Krishna, and since the opposite end of this panel depicts scenes from 
his childhood, it is most likely that the lively imagery we see here represents Mathura, the city of Krishna’s birth, and the 

court of Kamsa, Krishna’s evil uncle. In an attempt to eliminate future rivals, Kamsa had ordered all children born to 
Krishna’s parents to be killed. Krishna, however, was rescued by his father, who took the infant out of Mathura on the night 

of his birth, entrusting him to a cow-herding couple to be raised in safety. 

Scene of a royal palace and city, probably Mathura, where Krishna was born 
and escaped from his evil uncle, king Kamsa 
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This panel depicts scenes from Krishna’s childhood in the villages of Gokula and Vrindavana, where he was raised by a 
cowherd named Nanda and his wife, Yashoda. The tree on the right supports a hammock that cradles the baby Krishna, while 
his foster-family sits below. Butter pots on a shelf, cowherds standing with their staffs, and a group of six cows illustrate the 
culture of Krishna’s childhood home. To the left of the cows, a man and a woman churn butter, while a small child clings to 

the churning stick. This is surely Krishna, whose mischievous childhood escapades of stealing butter are beloved by his 
devotees. A seated woman holding two children occupies the center of the panel; perhaps she is Yashoda, Krishna’s foster-

mother, holding Krishna and his brother, Balarama. The left side of the panel depicts three events from Krishna’s childhood: he 
jumps from a swing tied between two trees, subdues an enraged elephant, and uproots two trees with the strength of his arms 

alone. 

Scenes from Krishna’s Childhood 
Detail, ceiling with scenes from the life of Krishna 



Scenes from the Life of Neminatha 

AIIS 30391 
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The energetic imagery that fills 
the seven bands of this ceiling 

illustrates episodes from the life of 
the twenty-second Jina, 

Neminatha, to whom the Luna 
Vasahi is dedicated. The artists 
who carved the ceiling, which 

spans some eight feet in width, 
spared no detail in their depiction 

of events leading up to 
Neminatha’s attainment of 

omniscience, a key moment in 
every Jina’s life. As in many 

ceilings of the Luna Vasahi, the 
narrative scenes face two 

directions. In the orientation 
shown in the photograph, the four 
lower bands illustrate events that 

occurred before Neminatha 
renounced the material life of a 

layperson, while the upper three – 
which face the opposite direction 

– depict events following his 
decision to become a Jain monk.  



AIIS 30391, details 
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Scenes from the Life of Neminatha, details 

Battle of Krishna and Jarasandha, with Nemi on chariot 

Procession with dancers 

Before taking the vows of a monk and eventually becoming a Jina, Neminatha (or Nemi) belonged to a royal family in Western 
India. In the Luna Vasahi ceiling, this royal life is represented in four bands facing the same direction. A procession with an 
elephant, a horse, and a multitude of dancers and soldiers anchors the lowest band of the ceiling. It is unclear whether the 

narrative it depicts is connected to the battle scene above it or to the next band up, which illustrates Nemi’s wedding 
procession. The action-packed battle scene of the second band – which pivots on the image of an elephant overturning a 

horse – is perhaps surprising to see in a Jain temple, given the centrality of nonviolence (ahimsa) among the ideals that every 
Jina demonstrates and teaches. In Nemi’s life narrative, however, the Jina-to-be accompanies his cousin, Krishna, in the 
battle against Jarasandha. Here he is shown in the chariot, not actively participating in the warfare that surrounds him. 

Detail of battle, elephant fighting horse Detail of battle, Nemi on chariot 
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Scenes from the life of Neminatha, details 
Nemi traveling by elephant to his marriage ceremony 

Nemi arrives at his marriage ceremony and hears the animals kept for slaughter 

The third and fourth bands of the ceiling depict the episode of 
Nemi’s marriage, which had been arranged but was called off just 
before taking place. In the third band from the bottom, we see the 

marriage procession, with Nemi on an elephant, represented 
three times to convey a sense of its movement from left to right. 
The narrative continues above this band, this time from right to 

left. As Nemi approaches the palace of his bride, the princess 
Rajimati, he hears the cries of the animals to be slaughtered for 
the wedding feast. The thought of this violence prompts Nemi to 
become a Jain monk rather than proceeding with the marriage, 
and the animals are saved. In the imagery of the ceiling, cows, 

goats, pigs, and other creatures share a circular pen on the right 
side of the band; to its left is the marriage pavilion, and further to 

the left is the palace compound, with its pavilions, gates, and 
horse and elephant stables. 

Detail, animals in pen Detail, gateway to 
palace 
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Scenes from the Life of Neminatha 
Events in Nemi’s life after his decision to become a monk 

The remaining three bands of the ceiling, which face the opposite direction, depict events that took place after Neminatha’s 
decision to renounce material life and become a Jain monk. In the middle band we see Nemi, seated on a throne, giving away all 

his possessions, which include elephants, horses, and other luxuries. Giving away one’s belongings is an essential step to 
becoming a Jain monk or nun, and in the right portion of the lower panel we see anther step in this process: Nemi pulls out his 
hair with his own hands, enduring the minor pain it involves as an exercise in overcoming attachment to worldly comforts. The 
top panel shows a procession with Nemi being carried in a palanquin; some scholars identify this scene as Nemi and Rajimati 
leaving their marriage ceremony (for Rajimati became a nun when Nemi became a monk), and others identify it as Nemi being 
carried to Mount Girnar, where he ultimately attained omniscience after prolonged meditation. On the left side of this band, 
Nemi stands in the meditative posture known as kayotsarga, or “abandoning the body”, his body perfectly straight and his 

hands hanging to his side.  



AIIS 30391, details 
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Scenes from the Life of Neminatha, details 

Detail, Nemi standing in meditative kayotsarga 
posture 

Detail, Nemi being carried in a 
palanquin 

Detail, Nemi pulling out his hair to 
become a Jain monk  

Detail, Nemi giving away his possessions to become a 
Jain monk  



Neminatha’s Teaching Assembly and Liberation on Mount Girnar 

AIIS 30388 
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At the center of this ceiling is an image of the teaching assembly of the Jina Neminatha. After a Jina gains omniscience, he 
preaches to gods, humans, and animals in a circular assembly hall known as a samavasarana. The lower five bands of this 

ceiling are filled with followers of the Jina approaching the assembly hall. In the lower left corner is Dwaraka, the city of Nemi’s 
cousin, Krishna; above this, on either side of the river that continues upward from the city, Krishna and his entourage travel 

from Dwaraka to Nemi’s teaching assembly. The remaining three bands of the ceiling face the opposite direction and illustrate a 
different scene. Here, the focus is Mount Girnar, represented in the corner by a cluster of four temples, recognizable by their 

tall towers. This is where Neminatha achieved moksha, or liberation from rebirth at the moment of his death. Throngs of figures 
approach the mountain to honor the Jina at this crucial event; even today, Mount Girnar is an important place of pilgrimage as 

the site of Nemi’s moksha. 



AIIS 30388, details 
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City of Dwaraka 
Detail from ceiling with Neminatha’s teaching assembly and liberation on Mount Girnar 

Detail, Jain temple in 
Dwaraka 

The city of Dwaraka bustles with the activities of its inhabitants, who move between the trees of the city toward the two 
temples seen on the left. In one of these temples we see the figure of a seated Jina, to whom worshipers bring ritual offerings. 

The river that surrounds the city is equally active, filled with boats, fish, turtles, and crocodile-like creatures known as 
makaras. This river flows into a square tank within the city that also teems with aquatic life. 

Detail of river with fish, 
makara, and turtle 

Detail of boat in river 
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Neminatha’s samavasarana (assembly hall) 

Krishna’s travel from Dwaraka to Nemi’s Samavasarana Monks and laypeople traveling to Nemi’s Samavasarana 

Neminatha’s teaching assembly 
Detail from ceiling with Neminatha’s teaching assembly and liberation on Mount Girnar 

Neminatha preaching at 
the center of his 
samavasarana 

Neminatha sits in a shrine-like 
structure at the center of his 

samavasarana (assembly hall), 
where he preaches to the 

followers gathered around him. 
On the right, a row of monks – 

identifiable by their walking sticks 
and simple robes – approach the 
teaching assembly; below them a 
crowd of lay followers proceed to 

the hall of the Jina. On the 
opposite side, Krishna travels 

with others from Dwaraka to hear 
the Jina preach. Krishna rides on 
horseback and is seen in each of 

the two bands that depict his 
movement toward the assembly 
hall of his enlightened cousin. 



Mount Girnar and Neminatha’s Attainment of Liberation 
Detail from ceiling with Neminatha’s teaching assembly and liberation on Mount Girnar 
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Mt. Girnar and Neminatha’s attainment of liberation 

Detail, Nemi’s 
attainment of 
liberation on 
Mount Girnar 

Detail, monkey 
and bird in tree 

Four large temples and numerous small shrines fill the landscape of Mount Girnar, 
standing among the plants that grow there. Birds and monkeys populate the 

mountain, while people climb its slopes to reach the temples. To the right of the 
temple at the bottom of the frame, Neminatha stands in the kayotsarga posture, 
abandoning his body in meditation as he approaches the moment of moksha, his 
liberation from worldly existence at the time of death. The physical and mental 
discipline that Nemi practiced during his lifetime removed every bond that had 

remained between his soul and the material world. When pilgrims visit Mount Girnar 
today or worship an image of Neminatha at a temple or in a shrine, they think of the 

practices and values that led to this ultimate state of freedom. 

Detail, temple 



Approach to Temple Interior 
from Pillared Hall 

In the Luna Vasahi, the central aisle that leads to 
the main image of Neminatha is lined with the most 

elaborately carved pillars of the temple. Their 
impressive visual effect signals the importance of 
the space: this is the approach to the principal 

shrine of the Jina. 

Detail, pillar	


Sculpted images of shrines 
and temple towers cover the 
main section of this pillar. 
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Doorway leading into temple’s 
enclosed core 

The doorway leading into the temple’s enclosed 
core is especially intricate. Delicately carved 

shrines frame the opening, and elaborate images of 
temples and multistoried pavilions line the top. 
Fine detail covers every surface – even the tiny 
pillars of the doorway’s miniature shrines and 

temples appear to be carved on all sides, detached 
from their stone backdrop. 

 
As the transition between the open pillared hall 
and the interior hall that precedes the temple’s 
main shrine, the doorway delineates a powerful 
space; its rich sculpture visually expresses this 
significance. A small seated Jina at the center of 
the lintel (upper horizontal beam) resonates with 

the image of Neminatha enshrined within. 

Detail,  seated Jina at 
top of doorway 

Detail, miniature shrine with 
goddess at base of doorway 

Detail, multistoried 
pavilion at top of 

doorway 
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